SHERIDAN COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT #3
STANDARDS REFERENCED GRADING HANDBOOK FOR STUDENTS AND PARENTS
Standards-referenced grading will provide better communication to students, parents, teachers, and administration on
what each student knows and is able to do according to the identified outcomes.
Positive and consistent work will be encouraged.

Why is the district using
standards-referenced grading?
The goal of Sheridan County School District 3 is to
improve student learning by reporting grades that are
accurate, consistent, meaningful, and supportive of
learning.
Accurate: By basing a student’s grade solely on
academic factors, the he/she demonstrates a clear
picture of what the student has learned without the
influence of other factors.
Consistent: For each unit, the teacher will provide a
Proficiency scale/rubric that describes exactly what the
student needs to know and do. Proficiency
scales/rubrics establish clear expectations for learning
at the beginning of a unit and are referenced
consistently throughout the unit and semester/quarter.
Meaningful: A meaningful grade is one that clearly
communicates what learning has taken place. In our
standards-referenced classroom, assessment scores are
recorded for the identified priority standards.
Supportive of Learning: This approach supports
learning by focusing on the priority standards that have
or have not been learned rather than on accumulating
points to reach a certain total. The reassessment policy
also supports student learning by allowing new levels
of learning to replace old when a student shows
improvement on an outcome.
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Grading Philosophy
•

All students are consistently held to high
academic expectations, which include
development of work ethic and social
skills.

•

Grading practices are fair and manageable,
and support effective teaching and
learning.

•

Grading practices yield grades that are
understandable and meaningful, and
accurately reflect student learning.

•

Teachers exercise professional judgment in
their grading practices, which include 2
classwork grades per week to demonstrate
progress towards readiness for
assessments.

•

Procedures for grading are supported,
monitored, and supervised by the school
district.

Using Proficiency Scales or Rubrics
Proficiency scales/rubrics are the heart of a standards-referenced grading system because they guide instruction and
learning.
•
•
•
•

Display a progression of learning aligned to grade level outcomes and components
Scores are associated with a level of performance
Students may use the proficiency scale/rubric to track their learning
Teachers use the proficiency scale/rubric to guide their instruction and provide feedback to students

Third Grade Math Proficiency Scale Example

Level 4 contains in-depth
inferences and applications for this
outcome

Level 3 outlines what students
must know and do to be
proficient in this outcome.

Level 2 outlines the foundational
knowledge and skill for this
outcome.
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What does standards-referenced grading look like?
Since learning is a process that takes place over time and at different speeds for different students, grading in a standardsreferenced system looks different. K-6 is completely standards based therefore their assessments determine 100% of their
final grade. 7-12 grades are based on 50% classwork, 40% assessment and 10% work ethic, OR 56% classwork and 44%
assessment if teachers choose not to use the work ethic grade.
Assessments - Standards-referenced grading focuses on measuring student’s mastery of a priority standard on a
common district test. Scores are used to indicate student performance aligned to the proficiency scale/rubric for each
priority standard and are reported in the following way.
4 - Student demonstrates an in-depth understanding by completing advanced applications
3 - Student demonstrates proficiency on the complex, targeted knowledge and skills
2 - Student demonstrates foundational knowledge, and is still working to apply concepts and skills
1 - With help, student demonstrates basic knowledge and skills
0 - Even with help, no understanding or skill demonstrated
3.5, 2.5, and 1.5 may be used to indicate partial proficiency of a level
*A minimum of three assessments per quarter, per course is required.
*Every priority standard must be assessed a minimum of three times by the end of the year.
Classwork – Classwork is designed to provide practice and application of new concepts and skills essential to
developing proficiency on priority standards. Classwork can include, but is not limited to, written work, hands-on
activities, direct instruction, and group work.
• The purpose of scoring classwork is to provide feedback to students and parents about student progress.
• K-6 ONLY, While scores for student classwork will be recorded in the grade book, they will not be included
in the final grade.
• 7-12 ONLY, classwork will be included in the final grade
• A minimum of two classwork grades per week per course is required.
Final Standards Grades Reporting – Every priority standard must be assessed a minimum of three times by the end
of the school year. Scores will NOT be averaged--the third or last score entered on a priority standard will be the FINAL
score for that standard.

K-6 Conversion
Chart
Indicates level of
proficiency.
Teachers enter this
score into the
gradebook.

7-12 Conversion Chart
Using Marzano
conversion scale

Teacher scores
assessment with
level of proficiency
and enter this score
into the gradebook
for the standards
score

The standards score
is converted to a
percent using
Marzano
conversions and
entered into the
gradebook for the
traditional score
4.0
A
4.0
100 %
3.5
A
3.5
95 %
3.0
A
3.0
90 %
2.5
B
2.5
80 %
2.0
C
2.0
70 %
1.5
D
1.5
60 %
1.0
F
1.0
50 %
All traditional scores for 7-12 will be 50% or above. If students miss an assessment it is
their (7-12) or their guardian’s (K-6) responsibility to make arrangements for makeup.
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District Practices
As of 2018-2019, ALL certified teachers in SCSD#3 have received training in Standards Referenced Instruction/Grading thru Marzano
Research Laboratories. We are currently in a transition period of developing consistency within the following practices.

Teaching and Learning Practices
• Teachers will review the proficiency scales/rubrics and conduct a student self-assessment of achievement expectations at the
beginning of each unit.
• Learning targets (I CAN statements) will be posted in the classroom.
• Feedback on student work will be given to students in a meaningful and timely manner.
• Learning is based on complex tasks that involve critical thinking and problem solving.
• All students must have an opportunity to learn the higher order thinking required in level 4 components.
• In grades K-12, a student may earn a zero as per the student handbook.
• Data collected on non-academic factors (prepared for class, polite, positive attitude, productive, participation, persistence)
may be reported separately as a work ethic grade worth 10% of their overall grade.
Classwork
• All classwork should be grade-appropriate to the student, and should address one of the four researched purposes of practice
(Vatterott, 2009).
o Pre-learning – Finding out what a student already knows, what the student is interested in learning, and reading to
prepare a student to participate in a classroom discussion.
o Checking for Understanding – Assigning students a few sample problems and explaining the steps to determine the
student’s level of understanding.
o Practice – Should come after “checking for understanding” to make sure the student can complete the practice
competently. Practice should be distributed over several days or experiences.
o Processing –Students reflect on concepts learned in class or apply concepts to new situations.
Homework
• K-6 ONLY, homework will be marked as collected only in Power Grade
• K-6 ONLY, homework will be individualized per student as needed
• Students are expected to complete homework as assigned in order to practice essential skills.
• When homework is assigned, it will be corrected, recorded in the grade book, and provided as feedback to students in a
timely manner.
• If a student is not proficient on classwork, they will have the following opportunities to learn:
o Before school (7:40-8:00)
o Extended Day 4:30-6:00 (M, T, W)
o Study Skills classes
o During the school day
o Other arrangements made between student, teacher and parents
Checking for Understanding
• Teachers will use a variety of methods to measure individual progress and help students track their learning during a unit of
instruction.
• Checking for understanding may include, but is not limited to, teacher observation, paper and pencil tasks, performance on
digital exercises, quizzes, performance tasks, individual conversations, or teacher conversations.
• Quizzes or other checks for understanding will be recorded in the grade book, as classwork but will not be recorded as an
assessment.
• Checks for understanding can be used to provide evidence of learning that may help the teacher arrive at a final grade.
Assessments
• Assessments will be administered to assess student learning of the priority standards.
• Criteria on a proficiency scale/rubric for each priority standard will determine the level of individual student learning.
• In grades K-12, all standards grades will be reported separately for each subject area in a standards based report card.
• At the 7-12 level, on any individual assessment standards scores will be averaged to produce a single standard score and
then converted into a traditional percentage score for that assessment. The 7-12 report card will include a traditional letter
grade as well as a standards based score for each content area based upon the final assessment score given.
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Relearning/Reassessment Practices
• Students not proficient will have an opportunity to receive additional instruction and practice and also be reassessed based
on teacher judgement.
o Teachers will work with students to complete a reassessment agreement/plan if appropriate
o Relearning and Reassessment should take place in a timely manner (2 week max. suggestion)
o Any student receiving a standard score of .5 will be given additional instruction and an opportunity to reassess.
o Suggest students complete any missing or incomplete practice work prior to reassessing.
• As students demonstrate improvement in their learning progression, past scores will be replaced with their higher score.
Glossary of Terms:
Formative Assessment- Assessments that are given frequently to help teachers understand what students know about the information
being taught. Teachers will adapt their instruction based upon the information gathered from these assessments. Assessments may
be FORMAL or INFORMAL. FORMAL ASSESSMENTS include but are not limited to: paper/pencil tasks and performance
task/project. INFORMAL ASSESSMENTS include but are not limited to: teacher observations and or individual conversations.
Learning Targets- The learning objective for the day’s lesson often written as I CAN statements.
Priority Standards- Prioritized standards are learning goals that have been identified as most essential to a particular grade level,
content area, or course. Ideally, teachers at the school or district level collaborate to determine which standards to prioritize.
Proficiency- When a student reaches a level of understanding or skill on something that has been taught. Once a student is proficient,
they are ready for the next level of learning.
Proficiency Scale- A progress of learning aligned to outcomes and associated with the levels of performance. The proficiency scale
provides specific information on what a student must know or do to achieve a particular score.
Reassessment Agreement- An agreement between the student and the teacher outlining the learning that must take place before a
student is ready to retake and assessment.
Standards Referenced Grading- A grading system where scores denote progress toward the understanding of a priority standard
(refer to FINAL STANDARDS SCORES page 3).
4.0 Rubric- A grading tool used to provide feedback on student performance. The score signifies the knowledge and skill a student
demonstrates toward a specific outcome (refer to SCORE LEVEL DESCRIPTORS page 3).
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